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Attention Cadets
The Physical Examination team from Ft. Jackson will be at Clemson in April. All persons who
have completed two years of basic ROTC and who
are not presently enrolled in ROTC, and who are
interested in entering advanced ROTC in September should report to the McGinty House immediately.
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Mu Beta Psi Presents Concert
Spring Sounds

Caravelles, Jungaleers Will Perform

Mu Beta Psi, national honor Four Freshman sound. They will in the past for two reasons. The from Greenville, Anderson, other enjoy a production of fine music
ary music fraternity here at be featuring popular music again general musical quality of the neighboring towns, and even oth- and local talent.
Clemson presents the fifth an- this year and always add zest to groups has improved and a new
Once again this year as in the
nual Spring Sounds Concert on the show.
group is being given an opportun- er colleges to witness Clemson's past Mu Beta Psi has tried to
organizations.
Last choose a master of ceremonies
Thursday, March 28_at S^p.m. in The Clemson College Glee Club, ity to implant itself among the musical
the college auditorium. "Ems show under the direction of Dr. Hugh well established musical organiza- year's show drew an attendance that will enlighten the show and
is presented annually for the stu- McGarity will be leaving on their tions on campus. This, of course, in excess of 950 people. Spring add much to its success. In keepdents of Clemson to impress upon annual spring tour in April, which is the Caribbeans."
Sounds is always full of excite- ing with this policy, Hector Mothem the fact that Clemson of- will cover three southern states. Committee heads for the pro- ment and "cuts" drawn from the Clean of the college radio station
fers a variety of musicians and They will present a few of their duction are: printing, Terry Wil- Master of Ceremonies. It has al- WSBF has been selected to act
musical organizations.
finer numbers to the audience. liams; stage, Charles Nicholson; ways proven to be a night to re- as the key to the show. He baa
This year's program will be big- The Caribbeans, led by Wingate lighting, Jack Agee; advertising, member with most Clemson men; done much to better music here
ger and better than ever accord- Sikes is a new group here at Leroy Adams; publications, Net- so make plans now to attend and
(Continued on page 4)
ing to informed sources of the Clemson in the folk music field tles Myers; co-ordination, Buddy
fraternity. This year's showcase and are expected to arouse the O'Kelley.
will offer to the listener all basic listeners with their performance. Spring Sounds is expected to
forms of music including dance They will be presenting music last for approximately two hours
band, folk music, reefed roll, pop- that has literally taken over the and tickets for the program may
ular and choral works. Featured college campus today.
be bought from any Mu Beta Psi
this year will be the Jungaleers, Buddy O'Kelley, director of this member for 50 cents. Tickets will
Blue Notes, the Caravelles, the year's showcase had this to say. also be on sale at the door the
Phi Kapps, the Clemson College "This year we will have a gen- night of the performance.
Glee club, and a new and excit- erally better Spring Sounds than In past years people have come
ing folk group making its Spring
Sounds debut, the Caribbeans.
The Jungaleers, led by Emer- National Scene
son Byrd are well known in the
South and Southeast for their fine
music at colleges and universities.
Sandy Stephens, Pete Roquemore, Richard Cashman, Larry Tucker, Wayne Colden, Billy They will as usual offer the big
band style of music and add their
Filyaw (Business Manager), Perrin Gleaton (Leader). (Photo-Lank)
showmanship to the concert. The
Blue Notes, led by Bill Miller
By DONALD RUSSELL
where, "it takes all the running
will be appearing again for the
fifth straight year. They are also Governor of South Carolina you can do to keep in the same
known for their fine performances There has occurred in our place. If you want to get someat colleges throughout South Caro- time an intellectual explosion in where else, you must run twice
lina and the Southeast.
this nation and in the world. as fast as that." And that is
The Caravelles, led by Perrin The many uses of atomic energy, what we in South Carolina must
do.
This week the March 16 is- "For the press, the day was Daniel; Robert Edwards, Clem- Gleaton, is one of the hottest of antibiotics, and of electronics,
rock'n
roll
bands
ever
to
appear
the accepted fact of space travel, Let us not waste ourselves in
sue of the SATURDAY EVE- over. And nothing had hap- son's president; Edgar Brown,
and the advances excuses for the shortcomings of
NING POST features one pre- pened. Not one thing. South state senator from Barnwell at Spring Sounds. They have travin manufacturing the past. Ours is the present and
sentation of the complex and Carolina, emotionally the deep- and a trustee of Clemson; John eled a great deal throughout the
are but manifes- the future. The challenge and
interesting story behind the est Deep South state of them K. Cauthen, textile executive state and have drawn great
tations of this the opportunity are here and we
entry of Harvey Gantt into all, had met and peaceably and lobbyist; Ernest F. Hol- praise for their swinging performmore subtle and shall meet them, either by deClemson College. George Mc- passed its most serious racial lings, then governor of the ances.
much deeper de- fault or by carefully planned and
state; and Wayne Freeman, The Phi Kapps, led by EmerMillan, the author of the crisis since the Civil War."
dynamic action. Our answer
velopment.
story, presents his story as an
"Why had nothing hap- editor of the Greenville NEWS son Byrd have fascinated auSo far has the must be not a testament of de' eyewitness to the history of the pened?" McMillan traces the and member of the Gressette diences of the past with their
mind of man ad- spair but the strong, clear voice Dr. Tombes and Dr. Adkins have received national research
day.
story that began on July 1, Committee.
vanced
in certain of confident anticipation and grant. (Photo—Lank)
The actions of the arch seg- Scabbard And
The story, "Integration With 1961. At the annual Watermelareas and so dra- firm resolve.
Dignity," makes no effort to on Festival in Hampton county regationists of the state were
matically has the scope of man's We can answer this challenge
editorialize on the events nor a speech was given that sur- also reviewed in detail. Noted Blade Banquet
even cover the "event of the prised many. "The desegrega- were: James F. Byrnes, ex- The Annual Banquet of Com- knowledge been broadened that and make our response our
Seventh Regiment, the thing or the idea which was strength if we properly train and
day." To quote McMillan: tion issue cannot continue to be Supreme Court Justice, and ex- pany K,
hidden behind the door." The governor of the state; Marion Scabbard and Blade will be held new yesterday is obsolete today educate our people to participate
speaker was Charles Daniel, a Gressette, state senator and in the Clemson Room, Clemson and may be useless tomorrow. fully and competitively in this
leading businessman of South chairman of the Gressette House, March 22 at 7 P. M. Dean One of the dangers of our time new world of opportunity. To
Carolina and member of the Committee; and A. W. (Red) Walter Cox, Dean of Student Af- is that we have not and may not fail to do this is to rust away in Doctor Averett Thombs, assist- are only three other insects in
Board of Trustees of Clemson Bethea, state senator and fairs, will be the guest speaker. be able to keep up with the hec- mediocrity and stagnation. ant entomologist, and Doctor The- the world known to scientists that
"most forthright racist" in the All Air Force and Army ROTC tic pace at which we are forced Thomas Jefferson once said that, odore Adkins, associate entomolo- go through this process of estivaCollege.
senior cadets and their dates are to live with a corresponding "Knowledge is power, knowl- gist at Clemson College, were re- tion.
Mr. McMillan then describes state.
invited to attend this special growth in the things of the edge is safety, knowledge is hap- cently given a grant from the na- The primary object of this reRules and procedures govern- the action of five key men in The events are complex; the event. Tickets may be purchased spirit, the balanced mind, and piness." With Jefferson, that tional institute of health to do basearch is to discover exactly what
the
issue.
They
include:
Charles
planning
detailed
and
coming the annual contest for the
from any Scabbard and Blade sound sociological development. may have been a goal; with us it sic research concerning the esti- happens to this insect while he is
plete.
Behind
the
events
are
Trustees' Medal have been anvation habits of the Alfalfa Weevil. estivating;
how he
feeds,
men that felt everything must member or from Jim Dansby in As it was said in Alice in Won- is a necessity.
nounced. This contest, which has
derland, we are living in an age Sheer muscle is rapidly be- Doctor Tombes is to be the prin- breathes, and his general behavbe "all right." In McMillan's room D-505 prior to March 21.
been sponsored by the English Dewords: "It was one of those
coming obsolete. Only the liter- ciple investigator of the projected ior. Since this grant is not in the
partment for several years, is
moments when the parapherate and trained have a place in study, and Doctor Adkins is to be form of a contract, (the recipient
held in April.
of the contract-grant is required
nalia of coverage overwhelms
the world tomorrow, in what the the co-investigator.
The Trustees' Medal is given
English scientist, C. P. Snow, has The Alfalfa Weevil is an ant- to do specific research) Tombes
"Gaslight Follies'* will be the the event. It was excitement
annually to the best speaker in next film sponsored by the For- without substance."
described as our "technological sized insect that attacks the Al- is free to follow his experiment
the student body. Entry blanks eign Film Series. It will be
tempest." The untrained and falfa crop. It was estimated that results wherever they may lead
may be obtained from any instruc- shown in the civil engineering
uneducated will have no place in 33 per cent of the Alfalfa crop has him. While there scientists studtor of English 301 or from Mr. auditorium at 7 and 9 p. m. on
this "tempest." An unlimited been damaged by this pest. Since ing how to solve the immediate
J. P. Winter, Room O-201, Eng- Monday, March 18. The film will
faith in man's ability to learn the Alfalfa crop provides the problem of salvaging the crops in
lish Office Building, who is mak- last 110 minutes and will be in
and through learning to improve most economical source of feed the near future, this. grant for
ing arrangements for the contest English.
himself materially, morally, and for the cattle and dairy indus- basic research is aimed at furththis year.
spiritually, and an unfaltering tries, this research is not just an ering the basic knowledge of the
"Gaslight Follies" is an hilar- The Jr. Class announces the
Monday, April 1, is the dead- ious compilation of early silent date of Junior Follies to be April
determination that all our peo- idle study.
insect's physiology.
line for entering the contest. Pre- films with a narrative and sound 25, 1963. The time will be 8:00
ple shall have that opportunity Doctor Tombes is planning to Although neither Doctor Tombes
liminary competition will be on track added. Each section is p. m. and the place will be the
to learn and adapt to this new study one peculiarity of the nor Doctor Adkins will receive
April 8, and the final contest will complete within itself and pre- gymnasium. The co-directors for
world must be our charge to weevil. The Alfalfa Weevil esti- any compensation for the project,
keep, otherwise, we shall be sub- vates (hibernates in the summer they will be rewarded by the inbe in the Chemistry Auditorium sents a different facet of the this years Follies will be Jimmy
on April 22 at 6:30 p. m.
merged in this "tempest."
Hewitt and Norman Pulliam.
from July to September). There crease of prestige of the college.
silent film era.
Any full-time undergraduate The first section serves as an Members of the Junior Class
student above freshman level is introduction to the "greats" of who are interested in helping
eligible to enter the contest. the silent era through excerps with the arrangements and the
Judges for the preliminary com- from their more famous films. production should contact Jimpetition will be members of the Part two consists of excerpts my and Norman.
English Department. Judges for from early newsreels and in- Admission for the Follies will
the final contest, however, will cludes the 1905 Miss America be fifty cents. Proceeds from the
door will be used to finance the
not be members of that depart- contest.
Coming third is a film version Junior-Senior Banquet and the
ment.
Rules for the contest are as of the grand old tear jerker Class of '64 gift. The Junior
By BILL SCHACHTE
tiveness between the private and There will be controversy within
"The Drunkard" as presented in Class would like to thank Clemfollows:
Tiger Columnist
public schools, the design is ad- the legislature on the measure
son
students
and
football
fans
Los
Angeles
for
a
number
of
1. The speech may be on any
South Carolina's Governor Don- mittedly an alternative to integra- and efforts are underway to comsubject which the speaker consid- years. And finally, the complete for patronizing the book cover
ald S. Russell is pushing a tuition tion. There is a sense of urgency promise some of the points of
1912 version of "East Lynne," sale in the bookstore and the
ers appropriate.
grant legislation program which on the part of the sponsors of criticism. Educators hove already
2. The speech must be an orig- with Alan Hale and Madge Kir- Chicken and Bar-B-Q dinner
should be acted upon during this this bill because there are public been called in to help iron out
sale
at
the
football
games.
The
inal work and must not have been by. In this clip the ultimate of
session of the State Legislature. school integration cases pending some objections which have been
used, either partially or entirely, exaggeration in acting is depict- response to these sales has been
The Governor made his initial in Clarendon and Charleston coun- brought up.
very good.
ed.
(Continued on page 4)
plug for the tuition program in ties which will probably be de- Governor Russell has been the
WARREN COVINGTON
his inaugural address and has termined before next September. first to make any public suggestbeen following up on the idea
ions concerning the financing of
with various legislative messages. The tuition grant system which the measure. He has advocated
is being proposed calls for State
Essentially, the tuition grant tuition grants of $225 annually that a $1,000,000 contingency fund
program is scheduled to "pro- for elementary school applicant, be set up to finance the program.
The Central Dance Association credited with bringing the adapt- day, is practically a one-man This will be Warren Covington's er and pianist, Maurice Williams. vide state and local money to and $250 for a high school appli- One of the opponents of the
has announced the 1963 Spring ed cha-cha into the American band. Covington plays a golden second appearance at Clemson. This tune, also re*corded by parents who wish to send their cant. The legislation provides also tuition grant plan, State Rep. LeHop for March 22 and 23. The dance circle and has been one of trumbone, sings in a rich bara- The popular performer and his another group, went to the top in children to private non-sectarian for the State Department of Edu- Grand Rouse of Spartanburg,
group performed at a Rat Hop 1956.
schools." The legislation was sub- cation to set up standards for agrees that "the goals are good"
Spring Hop this year features its prime promoters on the popu- tone voice, and is exceptionally
Maurice
and
his
group,
then
mitted by the State School Com- recognition of the private schools but "will not aid the average
several
years
ago.
The
Central
adapt
at
dancing.
During
the
Warren Covington and his orches- lar record stand.
tra Friday night for the Military Warren, speaking of his ability night he will be expected to give Dance Association was extremely known as the Madiolas, toured mittee which is headed by Sena- to eliminate any "fly-by-night" working man." Rouse estimates
South and Par West where tor L. Marion Gressette. South schools. It has been pointed out that tuition for established priBall, and Maurice Williams and to hold the interest of his audi- a free cha-cha demonstration for happy to be able to bring him the
they immediately became the fa- Carolina's
School Segregation that no adequate private schools vate schools would run about $700
the Zodiacs for the Saturday night ences, has said, "It depends on those around. It should be one of back for the Spring Hop this
vorities
of
college
and
university
Comittee,
also
under Gressette's exist except in a few of the per pupil. He contends this puts
year.
the
highlights
of
the
evening.
informal dance.
what the dancers want. We alprivate schooling—even with a
• Saturday night the well-known audiences. When the name con- leadership, is slated to hear a larger cities of the state.
The
group
has
been
very
sucDress for the formal Military ways start off our first set to feel
Maurice Williams and his Zodiacs tract expired by mutual agree- report from a three-member comState grant—out of the reach of
cessful
in
selling
records.
Under
Ball will be the R.O.T.C. uniform our audiences out as to what type
will give their rendition of an in- ment, the old name was aband- mittee on Virginia's private school The tuition grant bill won't hit "the average working man."
or a suit? Skirts and blouses for of music they want to hear and the Decca label, the orchestra formal dance. The big "I got a oned and a new group, the Zo- tuition plan, designed to "circum- the legislative floor until after the State Rep. Joseph O. Rogers,
the ladies and coats and ties for dance to. Then we adapt ourselv- has sold over eight million re- Woman" man has come back for diacs, was formed.
annual Appropriation Bill is work- vice chairman of the Gressette
vent public school integration."
the men will be appropriate for es to meet this style." To prove cords and has several gold re- the Spring Hop.
While the group was playing in The special three-member com- ed over. It has been speculated Committee and an "influential
cords
to
their
credit.
Saturday night.
this point, Covington has told
In 1955, a group of high school Columbia, S. C, the Zodiacs met mittee recently spent some time that legislative leaders will keep member of the Ways and Means
students of Barr Street High the President of Briarwood En- in Richmond making what has the bill bottled up in committee Committee" is a strong advocate
Warren Covington and his or- many hosts that the orchestra
School in Lancaster, South Caro- terprises who introduced them to been referred to as "additional until the bigger scrap is through. of the proposal. Rogers says he
chestra of 15 men bring to Clem- has played at debutante balls,
lina practiced for a talent show. the President of Herold Records. checks into operations of the Virhas talked in 27 counties and is
son their many versions of the high school and college proms,
This
week
Dean
Walter
T.
persuaded that people would not
big time ballroom beat. The or- dances at military institutions, Cox, dean of student affairs, After the show and taking first Here enthusiasm was great for ginia tuition grant plan." The
hotel
engagements,
and
engagechestra, one of the most versaprize with standing ovations from both parties and the Zodiacs sign- committee is composed of Dr.
support integrated schools but do
entered
the
Anderson
Hospital
"want to provide educational optile in the business, has been ments at many of the country's for a brief period. The TIGER the audience, a new group, the ed a new contract. With this Creighton Frampton, superintenknown to play anything from leading dance halls.
portunities."
feels that he would appreciate Royal Chains, started it's move label, their first release, "Stay," dent of Charleston schools, State
also written by Maurice Williams, Reps. Peter Hyman, member of
The only apparent plan which
soft society music to hot Latin The Warren Covington Orches- notes or cards from the stu- to fame.
On a borrowed forty dollars and enjoyed immediate success and the School Segregation Commit- A "smoker" will be held in Rouse and other opponents have
American cha-cha.
tra is probably one of the best dents to "get well." Drop him
Warren Covington is a former traveled bands in America. Each a note or card when you find an old car they went to the capi- moved into the number-one spot tee, and Purvis Collins a Winns- New "A" Lounge at 7 p. m. Fri- is in the form of a compromise
in the country during November boro school superintendent.
day, March 15, 1963. All initiates making the tuition grant program:
leader of the Tomy Dorsey band year it travels over 20,000 miles a spare moment, he will great- tal of popular music Nashville, 1960.
Tennessee.
Here
the
group
tried
"local option" to allow school diS;
While Gov. Russell has ento
meet
engagements
from
Maine
ly appreciate both the thought
who has struck out on his own
its first recording "Little Dar- This group, is widely hearald- dorsed the proposed tuition grant and old members are urged to tricts to determine whether they
to expand on Ms style of dance to Mexico. The maestro, one of and the cards.
(Continued on page 6)
wont it.
| ling" written by its youthful leadprogram as a move for competi- be present.
music. This popular performer is the most talented musicians to-
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Rebel Underground: Vol. I, No. I
(Below is Vol. I, No. 1 of the
Clemson RU)
"This issue strikes the first roll of
drums proclaiming organized resistance
to the forces of racial integration on the
Clemson College Campus. It will introduce the voice of the REBEL UNDERGROUND.
The REBEL UNDERGROUND is
composed of students on the Clemson
College Campus who are unwilling to
accept integration as "inevitable." We
believe with the CONCERNED ALUMNI that integration is Communism in action. There is ample documentary evidence to prove this. RU opposes Communism in its entirety—this naturally
includes integration.
We deeply resent the' attempts by
Clemson officials to depict us as indifferent and too preoccupied with "grades"
to be concerned over such important
matters as States Rights, Racial Integrity or the menace of the Communist
conspiracy.
We must necessarily work underground due to the police state methods
of the race-mixers, but we want the people of South Carolina and throughout
the United States to know that every
Clemson student is not a "lizard sleeping in the sun." If our elders are too
cowardly to stand up to this evil, then
young and old must part company.
College ministers have attempted to
make integration synonymous with
Christianity, but this does not make it
so. They claim to know God's will in
this matter, but why should we believe
that God reveals His will to integrationists more so than to others. We might
change our course of study from ceramics to Bible in order to make better
grades, but this would not make us holy,
nor endow us with divine wisdom.
Clemson Men, is there anything you
will fight for? Is there any principle
worth defending? Do you truly believe
that apathy is the same as "law and order"?
RU members are fighting for the
Southern way of life. RU is defending
the principle of Racial Integrity. We
appeal to fellow students not only at
Clemson, but throughout South Carolina
to join this movement against integration.

WE URGE THE ORGANIZATION
OF REBEL UNDERGROUND TEAMS
AND UNITS ON EVERY FLOOR OF

EVERY DORMITORY. When you have
to be allowed to protest, you have lost
your right to protest.
BEWARE OF STUDENT INFORMERS! Be sure you know who you are
talking to. There are those who are
acting as segregationists only to gather
information for the rabid race-mixers in
high places.
FORCED INTEGRATION IS NOT
INTEGRATION AT ALL. Refuse to accept it in your heart, and it will never
be a fact.

LOOK FOR THE NEXT EDITION
OF REBEL UNDERGROUND.
*****
Just a few notes of interest to students of Clemson and elsewhere. The
Mississippi edition of the RU obviously
scooped the Clemson edition by over a
month. This story was printed verbatim
in the Ole Miss edition in late January,
during registration for the second semester. At Ole Miss it was supposedly a
reprint from the Jan. 27 issue of the
Clemson edition (which has never appeared on the Clemson campus). Someone at Clemson is just not on the ball!
This group has ''to work underground." According to them everyone
is being subjected to "police tactics."
But this point needs no more clarification as "wolf, wolf" seems to be a popular cry.
The TIGER would like to challenge
this group to come "above ground." If
this group has the courage to present
their argument, and then have the additional courage to sign their names, the
TIGER would be more than happy to
present their case. Obviously this little
group is being badly mistreated on the
campus and we feel very sorry for them.
But it takes more than dealing in generalities and trite banalities to present
their case. The above is one indication
of the argument of the organization.
They are anti - Communist, pro - Concerned Alumni (again courageous unsigned letters), pro-States Rights (a
nebulous theory), pro-American (hurrah!), and pro-secret.
The TIGER feels slighted that one of
these open letters was not sent directly
to the paper. Obviously the TIGER is
"a student informer," but some sneaky
souls have Messed us with copies of the
reprint issue and the stale Ole Miss
original.
—Gumula

College Bowl Team Requests Questions
During the past few weeks Clemson's
College Bowl team has been practicing
and has found a flaw in their training
program: questions are badly needed by
this group for practice sessions. These
questions can be submitted by any student or faculty member or interested
person and will be deeply appreciated by
the bowl team.
At the rate the questions are being
used by the team (about 100 a week) the
total of questions used will be in the
thousands range. For this reason every
interested person should make an attempt to aid this group. They will be

Point Of View

Sterilization Serves
To Ease Social Problem
By ZALIN B. GRANT
Editorial Columnist
Sen. Lunsford Crew recently introduced an illegitimatebirth bill in the North Carolina
General Assembly. Sen. Crew's
remedy to the ageless .problem
of bastardy would make it a
crime — to be
more specific, a]
misdemeanor —j
for a woman to
have, or a man \
to father, two I
or more illegiti-j
mate children.
The bill sets |
down no defin i t e proposal'
for the sentencing of a violator, but rather leaves the crime
to be "punishable within the
discretion of the court." The
Inference drawn is that a violation would result in a prison
sentence.
Says Sen. Crew:
"The
strength of this country and
our way of life is based on the
family unit and the sanctity of
the home. Our laws as now set
up tend to encourage rather
than discourage illegitimacy."
These are lofty words for a
serious social problem, however, lofty words oft-times
sound empty and useless when
brought down to the level of
realism; and, unfortunately,
realistically speaking,
Sen.
Crews' bill, which is built out
of lofty words, is impractical.

representing Clemson on national television and this is one way that persons
not on the team can make a contribution
for the benefit of the team.
The only real restriction on the
questions are that they not involve
brand names. Other than this any questions in the arts, science, politics, literature, etc., will be acceptable and appreSen. Crew's bill, typical of
ciated.
most legislation that involves
Questions may be submitted to either morals, has more holes in it
the TIGER or Dr. Bolen of the Social than a sieve. The biggest hole
Science Department.
in his reasoning is the idea that
Can you stump the College Bowl a punitive measure will deter
illegitimacy.
team?

"Integration With Dignity"
This week George McMillan in the
SATURDAY EVENING POST has presented an excellent coverage of the work
that went into the peaceful integration
of Clemson. The story makes no effort
to cover the facts of the integration on
the campus level but rather on the state
level.
No one will deny that the major im-
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petus for law and order (and dignity)
came on the state level. The key men
outlined in the story held great influence in their hand.
Clemson didn't get the coverage accorded Ole Miss mostly because of the
long-sighted vision of eight men. Clemson thanks them for their wisdom on the
problem.

Looking back a few years in
history we come across the
Volstead Act. This act gave
birth to
the prohibition
amendment. Regardless of the
good intentions of the people
who sponsored prohibition, the
amendment did not standarize
or reshape the morals of America on the question of drinking. And neither will any manmade law reshape morals on
the question of sex.

Each His Own

Look, Look...See Clemson's Many Farces
By JERRY OXNER
Tiger Columnist
Oh! Oh; See the school: See
the nice school. The nice
school is big. The big school is
nice.
See! See! See the boys and
girls. The boys and girls go to
the nice big school. See the
boys and girls.
Look! Look! Look at the new
field house. The new field
house is big. All the boys and
girls go to the field house. They
go to see the game.
Come! Come! See the boys
and girls coming back from
the field house. The game has
not started. Why? Why? Why
are the boys and girls coming
back from the field house?
Where? Where? Where are
the girls? Many boys and girls

go to the school. See? See? See
Look! Look! Look at the
the book? The book says that boys and girls. (Where are the
many boys and girls go to the girls?) See the boys standing?
nice big school. Where are the They are standing in line.
girls?
Some of the boys are sitting.
Oh! Oh! See the boy? The Some of the boys are sitting
boy is black. Black boys are and eating. See the boys eatnot supposed to go to the ing? Why are some of the boy*
school. The school is for smart standing and some of them
boys and girls. The black boy sitting?
is not smart. The black boy
Yes! Yes! The boys that are
is not smart because he is standing must have been bad.
black. The black boy is not They have been bad so they
supposed to go to the school.
must stand. They must stand
Listen! Listen! Hear the and watch the good boys eat.
loud noise? Loud noises are Yes! Yes! That is why they are
fun. Hear the loud noise? Fun! standing.
Fun!
Listen! Listen! Hear the
Run! Run! See the boy run. bell? Hear the bell ring? All
See the boy run from the noise. the bad boys are leaving. See
The boy made the noise. the bad boys leaving? Why are
Doesn't the boy know that the bad boys leaving? They
loud noises are fun?
must have been bad, bad. See

the bad boys leaving? They
are being sent away without
their dinner. They have been
bad, bad.
See! See! See the books. See
the boys. See the boys and the
books. The boys are reading
their books. The boys must
learn by reading their books.
Look! Look! Look at the
cards? The boys are studying
the cards. The boys must learn
by reading their books.
Look! Look! Look at the
cards. See the cards? The boys
are studying the cards. The
boys must learn by studying
their books and cards. The
cards must say something.
They must say something big,
big. The boys study the cards
a long time. Where are the
books? Study! Study!

The moral question can not
be answered by man-made
laws, but compulsory sterilization seems to be the best and
most practical means of combating illegitimacy we have today.
Sterilization, so it seems, is a
nasty word. The mere mention
of the word evokes hailstorms
of passionate criticism from
some members of the church.
But because sterilization is the
best of the bad methods available for coping with the problems which arise from the
moral issue of sex, it should be
given more consideration.
Twenty-three states provide
for compulsory sterilization
after hearings before a board
of control, 3 more have laws
which are compulsory and voluntary, and 2 others provide
for only voluntary sterilization.
The principle of sterilization
has been extended to eugenics.
Should the feeble-minded, the
insane* or otherwise unfit person be allowed to reproduce

their own kind? No court will
grant such a person the right
to adopt a child on the moral
grounds that they cannot fill
the obligations of parenthood.
It seems to follow that laws
are necessary to prevent, by
sterilization if necessary, unfit
persons from reproducing because surely they cannot meet
the obligations of parenthood.
Justice Oliver Wendell
Holmes said in 1927: "The
principle that sustains compulsory vaccination
is broad
enough to cover cutting the
Fallopian tubes. Three generations of imbeciles are enough."
Sterilization, just as Sen.
Crew's bill, will not solve the
problems of society, but it
offers a practical alleviation.
With increasing sexual promiscuity and sky-rocketing divorce rate—both of which
leave a by-product of unwanted babies — what is the ultimate answer? Will it be a
"Brave New World" type of
society, bottled babies and all?

Talk Of The Town

How Long Must U. S.
Put'Watch'On Cuba
By CECIL HUEY
Tiger Columnist
Last fall's Cuban crisis
graphically
illustrated
the
menace to Western democracy
constituted by Russian influence in Cuba. However, while
many jangled nerves were
;: soothed by the
| withdrawal o I
| Soviet missiles
jland technicians,
sa slight uneasi\ ness remained.
| This uneasiness
\ appears well
I grounded with
J the recent reI ports of Cubanbased Russian troops. Apparently these troops are now
leaving, but again that uneasiness remains.
The March issue of US New*
and World Report carried an
article on the remaining Soviet
influence in Cuba. This article
was concerned with the fact
that this influence is no longer
being confined to Cuba, but is
being spread throughout Latin
America. Revolutionaries supported by Russia are becoming
involved in riots, attacks on
police, bank robberies, and
general trouble making in that
area.
The sections of these guerilla
bands lack the earmarks of
spontaneous eruptions, but display evidence of careful planning and trained leaders. The
planning and training could
come from nowhere but Cuba.
This comes as little surprise,
but the long range effects cannot be estimated. The fact that
Soviet influence in Cuba exists
cannot be denied—the question
remains as to what can be
done about it.

Quite obviously we don't dare
risk open war with the Soviets
over Cuba. In fact, we find
ourselves hardly in position to
use force of any kind. However,
why don't we try a little of the
Russian tactics and support
anti-Castro guerillas?
Conditions
are prime in
Cuba for insurgents to go to
work. The Cubans find themselves deprived of all but the
barest of necessities. They can
hardly be content. With a little prodding, perhaps the Cuban people could be coaxed into stating their unhappiness,
demonstrating their discontent,
and relying on the
strength of their masses for
support. With a headache at
home, Castro could hardly
keep
his
Latin - American
propaganda mill going, nor
could he support his guerilla
activities, - - - and there is no
reason why this wouldn't create quite a headache for him—
it creates one for us!
Perhaps this is already being
tried. However, as no reports
of internal troubles in Cuba
have been circulated, it is natural to assume that nothing
has been done—or, perhaps,
that If something has been
done, the American people
have been kept ignorant of it
through muzzling of the press.
Whatever the case, it is obvious
that the US is as capable as
the USSR or Castro at creating
insurrections among its enemies—why should we not try it
on Cuba?
Castro's Cuba is definitely a
thorn in the side of Democracy. Maybe the idea offered
here could be a step toward
pulling it out. Something must
be done

State School Processes
Can Sink No Lower
By BILL SCHACHTE
Tiger Editorial Columnist
When will the people of tnis State ever elect persons to represent the populace with some kind of ability to accept life for what it is? Just before Governor
Hollings left office, he asked the people of South
Carolina to face facts: "We have run out of courts."
Harvey Gantt enrolled here and most people felt that
South Carolina had accepted reality and was indeed
a member of the United States of America.
But then what happens? The people of South
Carolina learn that a certain committee headed by one
Sen. L. Marion Gressette has been rumbling around ,
the state of Virginia in order to study their so called
"tuition grant plan." The name of this committee
which is headed by Sen. Gressette is the "School Seggregation Committee" — South Carolina does have the
only PURE white race in the world you know.
Well, here's a "group" in Columbia which has introduced a bill setting up a tuition grant fund. To
quote a newspaper article: "The tuition grant legislation, along the lines suggested by Gov. Donald S. Russell in an address to the General Assembly (Feb. 26),
would provide state and local money to parents who
wish to send their children to private nonsectarian
schools."
'
Russell is trying to push this bill through the Assembly under the guise ,of being a means to upgrade
our educational processes through competition which
would be generated between a private school system
and our public system. What this whole thing boils
down to is THAT THE STATE PROVIDE TUITION
GRANTS FOR PRIVATE SCHOOLING TO THOSE
WHO PREFER NOT TO ATTEND INTEGRATED
PUBLIC SCHOOLS. Our state is floundering at the
bottom on National Educational ratings and our leaders are standing around waving Confederate flags.
The proposed tuition grant fund will probably
have an initial cost of $1,000,000 (one million). Forgetting the grant program for just a minute, let's look
at the money by itself. According to figures in the
"49th Annual Report" of the State Department of Education, this (one million dollars) constitutes over 1
per cent of the total state teacher salary appropriation
for 1961-62.
The State of South Carolina is ''forty-sixth in estimated average salaries of public classroom teachers
in 1962-63." In proportion to total population, South
Carolina has more school-age children than any state
in the Union. Our state is in 49th place among other
states in spending per pupil. Our state is the lowest of
all states in terms of average education.
From the-1960 statistical Census Reports, U. S.
Bureau of Census we find that in the age group of
25 years old and over: "Total Functional Illiterates in
the state of South Carolina—230,789." (Functional illiterate means an adult with less than a 5th grade education.) I might add that a mere 34.9% of this total
is listed as "Total Non-white."
Georgia has a tuition law which was enacted in
1961 as "part of a program to keep schools open in the
face of moves for integration." And the Georgia
School Board Association recently urged repeal of the
tuition grant law. It adopted a resolution saying:
"The law is not serving its purpose and is placing an
increasing burden on the state budget for public
schools."
In the case of Aaron V. Cooper (Little Rock), the
United States Supreme Court ruled on Sept. 29, 1958,
that: State support of segregated schools through
any arrangement, management, funds, or property
cannot be squared with the (Fourteenth) Amendment's command."
Our current education program is a disgrace, a
neighboring state has unsuccessfully tried the tuition
grant idea, the Supreme Court has over-ruled the le- -._
gality of such a system to resist integration and we
find the Executive and Legislative branches of our
State Government considering a million dollar tuition
scheme for this state . . . BROTHER WE DESERVE
TO BE ON THE BOTTOM OF ANY TYPE OF NATIONAL SURVEY!
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Home On The Range

Dining Hall Is Big Business

By CHESTER JENKINS And ROGER TAYLOR
Tiger Feature Writers
Everyone knows about the dining hall. It has been
the butt of jokes for as long as Clemson has existed.
Most students eat there three times a day, mechanically
producing their meal tickets, going through the lines
and choosing their food. Complaints are loud and frequent, but does any student realize the time, effort, and
expense involved in preparing a meal that may consist
of 650 pounds of turkey, 400 pounds of roast beef, 1000
pounds of potatoes, 200 pounds of rice, and 350 gallons
of milk?
The preparation of such tremendous quantities of
food requires extensive planning. Since the dining hall
buys all of its meat on bids, the dietician must prepare
her menus three weeks in advance so that these bids
may be let. Much of the food is bought directly from
producers or packaging houses instead of through
wholesalers; therefore it must be purchased in large
lots. This, naturally, means that extensive storage facilities must be employed. These facilities include nine
freezer lockers and two large store rooms; one behind
the kitchen and one in the basement.
The work force of the dining hall consists of 158
full-time and 45 part-time employees. The work day
starts at 4:45 A. M. when one of the assistant managers
arrives. The cooks and bakers arrive at 5:30, and the
Eight cooks are very much at home on this range most of the serving crew comes in at 6:00. The women who work
time, for it takes that many to keep the operation in full in the lines begin their day by cleaning the tables from
swing, Their motto is: Bubble, bubble, toil and trouble,
the night before. Busboys and dishwashers report for
Bring some burgers on the double.
work at 6:30.
The second shift arrives at 11:30 and goes right to
work. The women open the lines that were not opened
at 11:00 and the cooks help finish preparing lunch. The
second shift works until supper is finished, and begins
work again the next morning. It is then off from 1
P.M. until the following day at 11:30. This gives each
crew a consecutive afternoon and morning off.
Operating at this ultra high level of producing food
for every student who resides in the dormitory natur-

The Big Wheels
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We Left The Farm For This?

ally requires extensive equipment. Fortunately the
kitchen is up to date in every respect from the modern
conveyor belts that return the trays and dishes to the
kitchen, to the large ovens and dish washing machines
that are silently serving Clemson behind the scenes.
There are eight grill-topped stoves where hamburgers
and similar items are cooked, and eight deep fat fryers
which receive ample use also. Five three deck ovens
take care of general needs while the baking of bread
and rolls is done in a huge electric oven. This oven can
bake 120 loaves of bread simultaneously. It was acquired in 1954, and was the second of its kind in the
world. It bakes 800 loaves of bread plus biscuits and
rolls every day. All the vegetables are cooked in steam
jacket kettles that are from forty to a hundred gallons
in capacity.
Wash dat cup! Rinse dat plate! Tote dem trays! Bend
The dining hall also has its share of problems. Since fork . . .
the kitchen was designed for serving food family style,
it is somewhat inefficient for the cafeteria system.
Food must be carried from the stoves to the serving
lines. The delay involved often causes the food to get
cold before it can be served. The dining hall kitchen
prepares meals for the patients in the infirmary in addition to the dormitory students. Transporting food to
the infirmary not only causes additional problems for
the dining hall, but also results in poorer food for the
patients. When the coed dorm is finished, its residents
will also eat in the dining hall.
The dining hall operates entirely on the money
taken in from the sale of student meal tickets. It does
not receive any government surplus food, and it is the
only department of the school that does not receive any
state subsidy. In spite of the fact that the dining hall's
budget for the past fiscal year was over 1.2 million dollars, it could not have operated if every student had
eaten three meals a day seven days a week.
Each year as Clemson grows, the facilities of the
dining hall grow. Even though students will continue
to berate the food they receive, the dining hall is constantly striving to improve its service.

The Last Roundup

People In Glass Houses Worry About Those Biscuits!
Mr. L. J. Fields, dining hall manager, inspects tomorrow's
steak. Mr. Fields came to Clemson as a student after being
a mess sergeant in the Marine Corps. He graduated in 1949
and has worked for Clemson ever since.

(hCaups MftMian
(Author of "I Was a Teen-age Dwarf," "The Many
Loves of Dobie Gtilis," etc.)

MARKING ON THE CURVE—AND WHAT
TO DO ABOUT IT
These 'wheels' are the handles which open the steam cookers
in which the ever popular Clemson mashed potatoes are
cooked.

In fact, they worry about all of the food served in the dining hall, for they are the dieticians. They decide on the
foods to be served and order the necessary ingredients—

and do it within a limited budget. A big job well done
when all things are considered. All photos by David Garrison.

Money Traced Through Ages
By RONALD HENDERSON
Tiger Feature Writer
What would we do without that
precious commodity called, "lettuce", "coin of the realm", or as
many people in the known civilized world call it, "money". This
commodity has a varied history
that began when ancient man decided that he wished to have
something with which to trade.
For a time the cave men had
[no serious need for money because the population had not as
jyet begun to explode. As tech
nwlogy advanced and other men
discovered and invented new
[products, the cave man knew
[that he would need some of
[these articles in order to help
[him survive. He also knew that
Ithese inventors would want some
Irenumeration (pay) for the
(sale of these articles,
and
therefore between them they deIvised some standards for makling these payments. At first only
[real and usable articles were usled in bartering, but eventually
[these standards of value became
I obsolete. Some of these standards
I of value were animals, rocks,
I skins, and other odds and ends.
| The only trouble with these arti[cles was that these monies were
[hard to transport, difficult to diIvlde up (if payment was being
Ijnade to several different "merIchants"), and unusable in differlent regions of the country. Therefore the cave men, or rather parItially civilized men, decided to
■adopt some set standard by which
Ithese trades could be easily
ransacted.
Slowly civilization progressed
the state where many of the
olated oave families banded together into tight groups, or as

they later came to be called "cities". Soon commerce was developed between these cities and
some set forms of money came
to be adopted. Some of these later forms included beads (in the
Indian tribes), shells, stones
(smoothed down and marked with
an inscription to signifty the value), and in the more highly developed societies, gold and silver
nuggets, which came to be known
as "coins". As the different empires came and departed, the individual ministers of finance devised many varied styles of money. Each empire attached a different name to its particular
standard of value. Merchants and
traders accepted these monies
because the emperor usually had
sufficient quantities of gold, silver, and precious jewels with
which to back these monies.
Some of these names which are
still heard today, especially in
language classes, are shekels,
drachmas, talents, and grickels.
You probably never heard of tlw
last one, but then neither did I.
For the sake of space we will
assume that time has passed rather swiftly and we are now ready to discuss, the civilization of today. We are much more aware of

the value of money than were our
forefathers. In the "good old
days" prices were at rock-bottom
as compared with those of today.
Due to inflation, which is a general rising of prices, we are paying more for everything which
we consume, both goods and services.
Our monetary system is founded on the gold system, but takes
its rightful backing from the government's promise to make good
with our system of monies, all
debts incured, both public and
private. Our system has within
it such names as dollar bill, nickel, quarter, half-dollar, dime and
penny. A unit called a mil comprises 1-10 of a penny. Ten of
these make up one penny; five
pennies to a nickel, two nickels
to a dime, and so on and so
forth. A complete study of the
history, functions and policies
governing the monetary supply
would require a complete volumn. A short but thorough course
on this subject is taught in the
Economics department.
Now we as young people take
money for granted. We reason,
at least many of us do, that easy
come, easy go. But for those of
(Continued on page 6)
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"Will I find exciting, rewarding challenges at W. E.?"
They happen to be our specialty. Consider just
a few of our project areas in Western Electric's
role of developing manufacturing techniques for
Bell System communications: miniaturization,
electronic switching, computer-programmed
production lines, microwave radio relay, television telephones, optical masers, data transmission. Working closely with our research
team-mate, Bell Laboratories, W. E. engineers
are even now creating and implementing communications progress planned for the 1970's
—and beyond. You will start participating right
away in unique, creative challenges. Oppor-
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ralters & hillman
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It's greasy, by George! But Viialis with V-7
keeps your hair neat all day without grease.
Naturally. V-7® is the greaseless grooming discovery. Vitalis®
with V-7 fights embarrassing dandruff, prevents dryness,
keeps your hair neat all day without grease. Try it today!

Twonkey Crimscott was a professor. Choate Sigafoos was a
sophomore. Twonkey Crimscott was keen, cold, brilliant.
Choate Sigafoos was loose, vague, adenoidal. Twonkey Crimscott believed in diligence, discipline, and marking on the curve.
Choate Sigafoos believed in elves, Julie London, and thirteen
hours of sleep each night.
Yet there came a time when Twonkey Crimscott—mentor,
sage, and savant—was thoroughly outthought, outfoxed, outmaneuvered, outployed, and outwitted by Choate Sigafoos,
sophomore.

tunities for rewarding careers are open now
for electrical, mechanical, industrial and
chemical engineers, and also for physical
science, liberal arts and business majors.
For detailed information, get your copy of the
Western Electric career opportunities booklet
from your Placement Officer. Or write College
Relations Coordinator, Western Electric Company, Room 6306, 222 Broadway, N.Y. 38,
N.Y. And be sure to arrange for a personal
interview when the Bell System recruiting team
comes to visit your campus this year —or
during your senior year.

W0StQrtt EleCtriCMANUFACTURING AND SUPPLY UNIT OF THE BELL SYSTEM'
An equal opportunity employer
Principal manufacturing locations in 13 cities-Operating centers in many of these same cities plus 36 others throughout the U.S.
■Engineering Research Center, Princeton, H. J. •'Teletype Corp., Skokie, III., little Rock, Ark.« Gen. Hq., 195 Broadway, N.Y.7, N.Y,
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It happened one day when Choate was at the library studying
for one of Mr. Crimscott's exams in sociology. Mr. Crimscott's
exams were murder—plain, flat murder. They consisted of one
hundred questions, each question having four possible answers
—A, B, C, and D. You had to check the correct answer, but the
trouble was that the four choices were so subtly shaded, so
intricately worded, that students more clever by far than Choate
Sigafoos were often set to gibbering.
So on this day Choate sat in the library poring over his
sociology text, his tiny brow furrowed with concentration, while
all around him sat the other members of the sociology class,
every one studying like crazy, every one scared and pasty.
Choate looked sadly at their stricken faces. "What a waste!"
he thought. "All this youth, this verve, this bounce, chained to
musty books in a musty library! We shouki be out singing and
dancing and cutting didoes on the greensward? Instead we
aee here."
Then, suddenly, an absolute gasser of an idea bit Choate.
"Listen!" he shouted to his classmates. f^Tomorrow when we
take the exam, let's all—every one of us—cheek Choice 'A' on
every question—every one of them."
"Huh?" said his classmates.
"Oh, I know that Choice 'A' can't be the right answer to
every question," said Choate. "But what's the difference? Mr.
Crimscott marks on the curve. If we all check the same answers, then we all get the same score, and everybody in the class
gets a V."
"Hmm," said his classmates.
"So why should we knock ourselves out studying?" said
Choate. "Let's get out of here and have a ball!"
So they all ran out and lit Marlboro Cigarettes and had a
ball, as indeed, you will too when you light a Marlboro, for if
there ever was a cigarette to lift the spirit and gladden the
heart, to dispel the shades of night, to knot up the ravelled
sleeve of care, to put spring in your gait and roses in your
cheeks, it is filtered Marlboros—firm and pure and fragrant and
filled with rich, natural, golden tobacco. And, what's more, this
darlin' smoke comes in soft packs that are actually soft and
flip-top boxes that actually flip.
Well sir, the next morning the whole class did what Choate
said, and, sure enough, they all got 'C's, and they picked Choate
up and carried him on their shoulders and sang "For He's a
Jolly Good Fellow" and plied him with sweetmeats and Marlboros and girls and put on buttons which said "I DOTE ON
CHOATE."
But they were celebrating too soon. Because the next time
shrewd old Mr. Crimscott gave them a test, he did not give
them one hundred multiple choice questions. He only gave
them one question—to wit: write a 30,000 word essay on
.fCrime Does Not Pay."
"You and your ideas," they said to Choate and tore off his
epaulets and broke his sword and drummed him out of the
school. Today, a broken man, he earns a living as a camshaft
m Toledo.
© lse3 «,, ghrfm««
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At the top of the curve of smoking pleasure, gou'll find
Marlboro Cigarettes, available at every tobacco counter in
all fifty States of the Union,
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Where Angels Fear To Tread

By ROGER TAYLOR
Tiger Feature Writer
The guard rail rushed up to
meet them and then was gone.
It was replaced by the dark
nothingness of space. Julie
clutched my arm in a deathlike grip and a low moan
which built up to a terrified
scream was torn from her lips
and seared my thoughts. I could
not scream or even move, but
was held helpless by my disbelief. My car began turning
somersaults and rolling through
the air, but our seat belts held
us tightly to the bucket seats.
My ears and face were numbed
by the frigid wind rushing
around us.
Then we hit. The smash of
steel being twisted beyond
recognition was deafening and
then I remember no more.
I was dead. At last my untimely, but inevitable demise
had arrived. Everyone said
my sleek, immensely powerful
Corvette would be my coffin,

INSIDE STORY
OF INTEGRATION IN

SOUTH

CAROLINA

Clemson College could have been
another Oxford, Mississippi. But it
wasn't! In this week's Post, you'll
learn how five well-known Carolinians
spent years preparing the groundwork for peaceful integration. Which
three politicians they were most
afraid of. Why ex-Governor Hollings
asked Bobby Kennedy not to send
U.S. marshals. And how Marion Gressette turned the tide in the State
Senate. Get the whole story in the
March 16 Saturday Evening Post.
On salt today.
America's most quoted magazine

but I laughed and scorned
them. There was no curve too
sharp for me to negotiate and
those winding mountain roads
were my specialty. I had flirted
with death many times before,
but my curtain had always
stayed up, sometimes only held
by the single strand of a thread,
but I had always been spared.
It had been a beautiful night.
Indian Summer was at its peak
and every leaf was painted a
symphony of bright colors. Not
a cloud existed in the sky, and
the stars were glistening in the
heavens.
We climbed up the mountain, up the narrow, winding
road. Our speed increased as
we wound higher, ever higher.
Speeding along through the
darkness of night I felt that I
was at last a man. I wasn't
positive, but who can detect the
exact moment when one passes
from adolescence to manhood.
As we approached Dead
Man's Curve leading up to the

very crest of the mountain I
knew my ultimate goal in life
was now possible. As I slammed
the gas pedal to the floor,
Julie and I understood each
other as only a couple deeply,
passionately, hopelessly in love
can. We were going to accomplish the impossible, insurmountable task of taking the
curve at 100 mph.
We were entering the heart
of the curve when I saw the
truck. I blew my horn wildly
for him to get out of my lane;
but it was his lane, not mine.
I wrenched the wheel to the
right and saw to my horror the
edge of the road directly ahead.
Julie shrieked and instinctively
threw her arms in front of her
face.
I regained consciousness and
every tissue in my body ached.
Pain? I thought. I'm alive! My
heart swelled with joy and I
cried out, "I'm alive, Julie, I'm
alive!" Julie didn't answer. I
stretched my arm over to her

and then I saw that Julie was
dead.
The shock still controlled me
when I heard excited voices
and saw- two boys running
towards the wreckage. They
were oblivious to me but gently
lifted Julie's body, ugly in
death, and carried it away.
"Hey!" I screamed. "Get me
out, I'm pinned in here." They

ignored me. I cried and begged
and pleaded but to no avail,
and their forms faded into the
blackness beyond the illumination of the fire.
I struggled desperately to get
out, but the flames lapped
towards the leaking gas tank
and, after a few moments, blew
my soul to eternity. Peace
once again came to the valley.

Future Holds Blue Ridge Blues
By EARLE SMITH
Tiger Feature Writer
Where the Blue Ridge yawns
its greatness, where the Tigers
play, here the sons of dear old
Clemson reign supreme always.
Dear old Clemson, we will triumph and with all our might,
that the Tiger's roar may
echo o'er the mountain heights.
In one of the most beautiful
sections of South Carolina
there is a college—our Clemson
College. It has one of the best

designed
dormitory systems
and is located in one of nature's
prettiest settings.
No matter how perfect or
beautiful a place is, however,
there is something missing if
no one is present to enjoy or
take advantage of what is
there. But Clemson has its people. It has us—her students,
faculty, and administration.
And she offers everything that
a person can desire—education,
opportunity, brotherhood, and
a fulfillment of dreams and
satisfactions. There is a price,
however; and unless her occupants are willing to pay the
price, they cannot receive her
rewards. This price is small
It entails only faith, hope, and This Is a field house. It Is a very versatile field house. It can have operas, concert*, dances!
love—a faith in Clemson and and even basketball fames. Note its modern construction. Color our field house a dissraco.J
in ourselves; a hope for our then erase it!
best efforts and success; and
especially a love for Clemson
what she stands for, and of
what she is composed.
Let's stop a minute, forget
about pressures and problems,
and look at her closely. Let's
look at her for what she is. Perhaps we don't know. We are
too concerned with the physical
By JOHN FOWLER
ter this, the students are asked questions encompass the whole]
aspects or the aspects pertainTiger Feature Writer
practice field permeates the Over all these tranquil scenes ing directly to us. But let's pre- "You're working for a twen- random questions about any- area of knowledge, and after
thing under the sun by*the fac- session is over it takes the resj
stands the powerful and in- tend that we are leaving and
air.
ty point bonus, men," the ulty members who are present. of the night just to unwind, if
famous
IPTAY.
These
gentleThe crack of Coach McFadwon't be back for a long, long Master of Ceremonies says in Each week professors repre- classes were this stimulating!
den's bull whip sounds over the men and our ancient alumni time. A few will say, "That's
a clear voice. A panel of de- senting certain departments learning would be fun.
heads of his pass defense men are warning that either the fine with me," but the majority
termined - looking college stu- are on hand to quiz the team
One last word. The team i|
cries
of
"Wait
till
next
year"
as he vows to spend no more
of us will say, "Gee, I've dents strains its ears and in their specialties.
not going out to lose. During
sleepless nights, tossing and be fulfilled or blood shall missed a lot."
minds as the M. C. continues:
Perhaps the most amazing the months ahead all the pracJ
turning with guilt - ridden flow. Can we make it? Time
We have been too concerned "For five points, name the result of these first practices is tices and hard study will ba
thoughts. Doc Hair has found will tell.
with grades, personal benefits, only opera that Beethoven the mental stimulation experi- directed toward fulfillment ol,
a new miracle drug to cure the
enced by the contestants. The this single goal: to WIN.
and personal enjoyments to wrote."
epidemic of fumble-itis that
RULES
realize how much we have.
The announcer's voice has
struck our whole team last fall.
(Continued from page 1)
But ask a Senior. If he could hardly died away when someThis drug is called glue.
in any previous contest.
express his intimate feelings, he one shouts out: "Fidelio."
As King Jim reigns over the
would say that he had been "Right," the announcer says,
3.
The
speech
must
not
exceed
various plays, the ghost of Ole
blind to so much. He would say and the entire team puts its
ten
minutes
in
duration.
Joe hovers around with a kind
that he had left so much beof Carnation look on his face; 4. The speeches will be judged hind, and that he would never heads together, awaiting the
bonus question.
on
the
basis
of
composition,
deyou know, the look contented
be able to go back and get it.
And is this Robert Earle on
cows have. He seems to be livery, voice, and manner.
He would say, "I couldn't see
saying, "Thank God I'm out of All students and members of the forest for the trees." He the General Electric College S-Q4
the frying pan and can R.I.P." the Clemson community are in- realizes it now, or he will when Bowl? Not yet. The emcee is
The various unmentionable vited to attend the final contest he shakes hands with President none other than Dr. C. W. Bo- H-AQ965
D-QZ
players and personnel clap their which has been set for 6:30 p.m., Edwards and receives his diplo- len (we suspect the "C" stands
hands with glee! The black April 22. The winner will be an- ma. But us—how about us, the for College), Professor of hismarket football jersey business nounced on May 1, at the Honors undergraduates? Shall we leave tory at Clemson College and
faculty sponsor of Clemson's
Day Assembly.
will boom again.
all of this behind too? Can prospective College Bowl team.
we not learn from other peo- The time and place? Almost
ple's misfortunes? We can, but any Friday night on the first
few of us will. Don't we re- floor of Harden Hall. And the
The Biddings:
member when everyone told us contestants? They are none South
West
North
East
to study, to learn while we other than the hopeful candi pass
l diamond
Double
2 diamonds
were in high school? But we dates for our team.
3 hearts
pass
4 hearts
past
paid no attention. We know
pass
Although this writer is not pass
now how much was missed—
exactly "the man with all the
By MIKE McKEE
lost forever—but we wouldn't
then you can be sure that West!
answers," he was fortunate
listen then.
has the Ace of Clubs; and youl
Tiger
Feature Writer
enough to be one of the twelve
You are South.
will lose only one club, ont|
In many ways the story of the Thunderbird is one of
Let's open our eyes to beauty students selected by competispade,
and one diamond.
West
opening
leads
the
King
and
our
minds
to
wealth.
Let's
the most unusual in the automobile business. The
tive examination for the team.
of
Diamonds
and
then
the
Ace
West
has
the King and does notl
get an insight into ourselves, This number will be narrowed
whole idea of the car was born at one of the great
of Diamonds which you trump. play it, then you may still lose!
our
purpose,
and
our
school.
down
to
five,
who
will
make
European automobile shows. The then president of
Let's see more than books, the trip(s) to New York City You now draw trumps, but you two clubs; but you lose nol
our company pointed to some of the small, lush sports
grades, quizzes, and routines. and appear on the nationally- must be careful! You must spades and one diamond. That|
cars that are always a center of attention at such
Let's see Clemson as she really televised show. Clemson will save high trumps in your hand gives you a total of three losshows and asked his companion, "Why can't we build
is, and let's attain the wealth probably get an appearance so that you will have entries ers. If West has the King andl
to be able to lead to the board. plays it, then you will stilll
something like these?"
she offers. Let's take into mind sometime next fall.
You also want to be in your have the queen on the boardl
faith,
hope,
and
love
—
the
The
College
Bowl,
as
almost
The companion, who later became a vice president
greatest of which is love, and everyone knows by this time, hand when all the hearts have and the ace, jack, and six inl
of the company, said, "It just so happens I have one
your hand. No matter whatp
then take a look at our Clem- places emphasis on quick recall been drawn.
on the boards. I'll show it to you when we get back to
Now,
should
you
attack
West leads, you can play your
son.
of specific fact, or, as one fi- spades or clubs first? From the queen on the next trick, lead
Detroit." Then as fast as he could discreetly get to a
nalist said so well, "instant re- bidding you can be sure that a small heart to your handJ
transatlantic telephone he called his assistant and told
call of obscure fact." It is a West has at least one Of the and throw two small clubs out]
MU BETA PSI
him, "Remember that car we've been talking about?
fast-moving game where sec- two cards you are looking for of Dummy's hand on your;
(Continued
from
page
1)
Finish those sketches on it."
(the King of Spades and the Ace and Jack of Spades. NowJ
at Clemson through the medium onds count.
To play it well requires Ace of Clubs) if not both. How- since the King and Queen otf
The Thunderbird became one of the few cars ever
of broadcasting and is certainly
strong concentration. You have ever, suppose you lead a club, Clubs are the only clubs led
built that was produced essentially as the original
well known to Clemson men. Hec- to listen to the question and and East takes your King with
on the board, you can lose bu1|
sketches presented it. Most cars undergo countless
tor along with the talent that has at the same time keep your his Ace. Now he leads a small one club trick no matter who
changes in the design period. But there was a natural
been lined up will certainly tend mind open and ready to go with club back. You have already has the Ace of Clubs.
clarity and cleanness to the Thunderbird design that
to make this year's Spring Sounds the answer. This gives birth lost a club and a diamond; and The point is that you shouldl
immediately captured all of us at Ford.
to an excitement not far dif- when West gets in with his
the best ever.
ferent from that of watching King of Spades he will lead attack the suit which allows!
It was probably this clean, sharp look that won so
a close basketball game as the another club and set you. you to keep control of the]
many friends so fast when the car went into produclast seconds tick away. After Therefore, you should lead a hand best and not the suit inl
tion. That first Thunderbird had its drawbacks. For
such a way that the possibility I
BERMUDA SHORTS
one of the practice sessions, the spade.
example, it was too soft-sprung for true sports-car
players usually spend the next How should you attack of being defeated is at a mini-1
handling. But, the truth is, it was not designed in the
$3.98
hour discussing the questions spades? If you lead the queen mum. In this case if you attack I
European tradition of the fast performance car. Some
and "the one I should have and West has the King, then clubs first, and East takes thai
people called it a sports car but we never did. We
known
but couldn't remember." you can only pitch one club ace and returns a small club, [
COTTON SLACKS
you lose control of the clubl
called it a "personal" car; a small, fairly luxurious car
The Friday night practices from dummy's hand (on the suit. Also, if you lead thai
Jack
of
Spades);
and
you
will
that was fun to look at and fun to drive. It had Its
are
run
in
an
informal
man$3.98
Queen of Spades after pulling, I
own integrity: it was one alone.
ner, but the format usually still go down if East has the trumps, you can be defeated if I
takes the following sequence. Ace of Clubs because you will West has the King and East haa|
We built the Thunderbird as a bellwether car for
First a game is played between still have to lose two club the Ace of Clubs; but you canFord. It was our intention to test new ideas before
two teams of six men each. tricks in addition to the spade not be defeated if you lead a|
we put them into our Fords, Fairlanes and Falcons.
CLEMSON
This lasts about half an hour, and diamond tricks you have small spade to the queen.
The new Ford ride and Swing-Away steering wheel
as does the actual program. Af- already lost. Therefore, you
lead a small spade from your Taken from: Spotlight onl
appeared first on the Thunderbird, for instance. Howhand to the queen. If East has Card Play, by Darvas it Lu-|
ever, we never foresaw the extraordinary influence
the King and takes your queen, kacs.
Thunderbird would have on the whole automobile
business here and abroad. Almost everybody offers
the Thunderbird bucket seats these days. And the
Thunderbird look is the most decisive styling of the '60s.

Bow/ Bid Expected;
Team Polishes Wits

Spring Practice Emphasizes Etiquette
Dormant muscles have arisen recently after a peaceful,
restful winter. Once again, the
deafening roar of the Bashful
Baron echoes over the practice
field and bouncing off the columns of Death Valley, jars our
glorious athletes to their souls,
if football players really have
souls beneath the mounds of
material and muscle. "We're
bowl bound this year," roars
Uncle Frank, "and any doubting Thomases can turn in their
bookstore credit cards, laundry money, and car keys."
As this writer, who shall remain anonymous for obvious
reasons, reclines on his throne
with a fan blowing cool air in
his face, and a Pepsi in his
hand, he hears the clashing of
shoulder pads and the gnashing
of teeth. The smell of perspiration, commonly known as
sweat, drifting up from the

Tips For Better Bridge
?

z

C-KQ74

S-AJG3
H-KJIOS7
D-4C-853 '

?

The story of a classic

Judge Keller

NOW ITS PEPSI
for Those Who Think Young

The Thunderbird is a classic, made so by a peculiar
blend of magic ingredients of which we would love
to know the secret. We're building cars right now we
hope will become classics, but the truth is, we don't
make classics, we make cars. People make the car a
classic. And that's the story of the Thunderbird.

America's liveliest,
most care-free carsl

im

^wr

FORD

THE SAFE WAYto slay alert]
without harmful stimulants

tutm • HUMANE • ron • THUKOWBISO

TERRY BOTTLING COMPANY

FOR 60 YEARS THE SYMBOL Of DEPENDABLE PRODUCTS (Tfixjscl^) MOTOR COMPANY
J

Under Appointment Of Pepsi-Colo Co. — New York

NoDoz keeps you mentally
alert with the same safe refresher found in coffee and
tea. Yet NoDoz is faster,
handier, more reliable. Absolutely not habit-forming.

Next time monotony make*
you feel drowsy while driving, I
working or studying, do asl
millions do ... perk up withl
safe, effective NoDoz tablets. |
Another fine product of fifovt Libotitoriei.
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Track Meet Starts Spring Sports
=^^

Tennis Captain Doug Stewart

Thinclads Entertain Citadel;
Face Furman Here On Tuesday

■ I W^

mm

I

Clemson's 1963 outdoor track
season will open tomorrow
with a meet against The Citadel here at Clemson. It will be
the first outdoor meet for the
Cadets also. The Citadel is one
of the perennially strong track
members of the Southern Conference, and it should be a
good test as to just how far
along the Clemson track team
is.
On Tuesday, Furman's fine
track team will visit the Tigers here at Tigertown. Furman's team took the state
title last year, and also won
the Southern conference indoor crown this year. They
are led by distance runners
Dennis Patterson and Coppley Vickers, and are strong
in the field events.

By TOM RISHER
Tiger Sports Editor

I •*■■. •
ir*

Last week at the textile tournament in Greenville,
the final games of the South Carolina basketball season were coming to a close. There were bunches of
former Clemson players at the tourney, and most made
a very good showing. For instance, Vince Yockel and
Choppy Patterson both played on Piedmont's class A
championship team. Patterson got 49 points in one
game, and was named to the all-tournament team.
Larry Sietz was playing, and had 31 points in one game.
Tommy Mahaffey, Tiger captain of last year was playing with Wellington mills along with Bob Benson, and
he scored 27 points in his team's first game. Also
playing in the class C action were several members of
Clemson's freshman team, such as Ernie Stallworth
and Jack Federline. Some red-hot Clemson prospects
made the class C all tournament team. That would be
Mike Muth, who played with Pelzer, and Jim Sutherland, who played with the class C champions, Cannon
Mills.
As you watch the Clemson footballers going
through spring drills, it is impossible not to think that
this is the finest bunch of footballers Clemson has had
since they sent down the White-Shingler team that
brought back the Bluebonnet bowl trophy. As coach
Howard puts it, "the Tigers seem to have all the hosses
needed for a real fine season." The key to Clemson's
success seems to lie with Jim Parker. With the new
substitution rule, it will be very tempting to let Parker
play all of the offense. Another key spot for the Tigers
will be the tackle spot, and here the question will be
whether or not the Tigers have the depth to get the job
done. Coach Howard shifted last year's starting guard
to tackle, where he will team with last year's alternate
unit tackle John Boyette. If Vic Aliffi were to make
the grades to become eligible, it would be another break
for the Clemson gridders. Clemson had so many backfield prospects out, that they went down to the 14th
team on the first day of practice. A couple dropped
out though, and among them were two lettermen from
last year, Jerry Taylor and Jim Skiffey.
Clemson's indoor track team finished fourth in the
ACC indoor track meet last weekend, and this signifies
a rise in Clemson's track prowess. Not just the fact
that they finished fourth, but the fact that they were
close to third, and if it had not been for injuries to key
personnel, the Tigers could have easily been battling
for third. Clemson was behind Maryland, North Carolina, and Duke, the perennial top three in the ACC
track picture. The other four ACC schools were far
down the ladder from where the Tigers finished. It
looks at if by the time the ACC outdoor season has its
finals, Clemson may very well be ready to move up to
second place behind the powerful Maryland Terrapins.
The indoor performances have been hampered somewhat by the fact that Wes King, one of the ACC's finest
hurtlers and sprinters has been out with an injury.
When the outdoor season opens with The Citadel this
weekend, the Tiger track team should be ready to roar.

Clemson Fencing Club
Loses 1st Match 14-13

Clemson's fencing team went
down to their second defeat in
the last two years, as they lost
to VMI. This was a grudge
match, because VMI was the
only team to defeat the Tigers
last year, and the undefeated
Tigers were looking for revenge this year.
The match went right down
to the wire, as the final score
was 14-13, and you can't make

them any closer than that. The
VMI margin of victory came in
the foil, where they won by
7-2, after losing Epee 6-3, and
sabre 5-4.
Clemson's last match of the
season will take place against
The Citaled on March 30, and
will be held at the YMCA. The
fencing club hopes to finish the
season with only one loss,
which would match their record of last year.

TENNIS EQUIPMENT
SLATENGER and WILSON—Rockets. Balls, etc.
CONVERSE SHOES

$7.45

Harris Sporting Goods
Clemson Highway

SENECA, SOUTH CAROLINA

Clemson Men
-Big Weekend Coming UpMAY WE SUGGEST

SUITS
SPORT COATS
TIES
SOCKS

SPORT SHIRTS
SLACKS
SHOES
DRESS SHIRTS

Clemson's number one man Dougr Stewart was recently
elected to captain the Tiger netters this year. Stewart moved
up to the top spot after having- a fine year as number two
man last year.

'63 Tiger Tennis Team
Sets Starting Lineup
With the start of tennis season
only one week away, the Tiger
netters are finishing up challenge matches to determine the
lineup for the opening match
against South Carolina next
Saturday. At the present time
the lineup looks like this:
Number one will be Doug
Stewart, a junior majoring in
IM from Anniston, Alabama.
Number two will be Malloy
Evans, a junior majoring in
IM from Bel ton, S. C. Number
three is Ed Crow, a sophomore
majoring in IM from West
Palm Beach, Florida. James
Ledbetter, a sophomore majoring in Chemical Engineering
from Belton, S. C. will hold
down the number four spot. At
number five will be Dick Pregnall, a junior in Ceramic En-

gineering from Columbia, S. C.
Number six will be Fred Craft,
a junior in IM from Winnsboro, S. C.
The doubles lineup will see
Stewart and Evans at number
one, Crow and Ledbetter at
number two, and Craft and
Pregnall at number three. The
Tigers have good team depth and
the majority of Clemson's victories will be a direct result of
this depth. Player for player
Clemson should hold its own
against such powers as Harvard,
Mississippi
State,
Alabama,
Presbyterian, The Citadel, and
North Carolina.
Coach Dwane Bruley has encounted bad weather and has
been forced to take his squad inside to practice although some
(Continued on page 6)

Spring Footballers
Complete 2nd Week
Clemson's football team moved into the second
week of spring drills, with no great deal of help from
the weather. Twice the Tigers had drills rained out.
On the good days however, the first vicious licks of next
year's team were being passed, as the boys moved
quickly into rough contact work.
When the Tigers make their
northern swing of the Atlantic
Coast Conference two games
will be played with the Cavaliers and two with the Terps,
and these two teams will not
make an appearance at Clemson this year. Next season the
Tigers will not make this trip
but instead will entertain
Maryland and Virginia in four
games at Clemson
The Tigers will play each ACC
team twice, plus home-andhome games with Georgia, Purman and Georgia Tech, a fourgame series with Florida State
at Tallahassee and a pair with
The Citadel in Charleston.
Stiff competition will come
early for Coach Bill Wilhelm's
Tigers as the season opens
against the strong Seminole nine
in Tallahassee. The first action
comes with single games With

Florida State Thursday and Friday, March 21-22 and then a
doubleheader with the strong independent Saturday, March 23.
Two games each with Georgia,
Georgia Tech and The Citadel
will take place before the Tigers
(Continued on page 6)

'me tresnmen were beginning to get their first taste
of roUg'ii varsity action. Tne
bonuniis and tresnmen were
a.so beginning to see just
wnere they had a ciiance to
fit in next year. Iney also
learned that there is quite a
difference between the rigors
of varsity and freshman lootball.
Alter the first week, the
teams iooked roughly like this:
Bob Pooie and .Lou Fogle at
the ends, John Boyette and
Jack Aaron at tackles, Clark
Gaston and Billy Weaver at
guards, Ted Bunton at center,
Pat Crain at fullback, George
Sutton and Hal Davis at halfback, and Jim Parker at quarterback.
In the scrimmage last Saturday, the first three teams
moved the ball almost at will
against the rest of the squad.
Despite being plagued some-

Sprinter Wes King

what by fumbles, the first
three units still ran up about a
six touchdown margin. The
third unit is made up largely
of this year's freshman team,
and they have been showing
a great deal of promise.
Injuries have not been too
bad, but the Tigers did lose
second-unit quarterback Jim
Bell, with a broken right
hand, which is his throwing
arm. Freshman Jim Ruffner
was moved up to replace
Bell on the alternate unit,
behind Parker.
The Tigers will work out
five days a week, for the next
couple of weeks. Then they
will fill in the rained out days
in the last week, and have the
annual Spring intra - squad
game, which will be on April
6. By then maybe the Tiger
strategy as to the new substitution rule will be evident

Wes King will be one of the Tigers from whom great things
are expected this year. Last year he broke a conference record in a hurdles race.

Get Lucky
Play "Crazy Questions"

(Based on the hilarious book "The Question Man.**)

50 CASH AWARDS A MONTH. ENTER NOW. HERE'S HOW:

First, think of an answer. Any answer. Then come up with
a nutty, surprising question for it, and you've done a
"Crazy Question." It's the easy new way for students to
make loot. Study the examples below; then do your own.
Send them, with your name, address, college and class,
to GET LUCKY, Box 64F, Mt. Vernon 10, N. Y. Winning
entries will be awarded $25.00. Winning entries submitted on the inside of a Lucky Strike wrapper will get a
$25.00 bonus. Enter as often as you like. Start right now!

r
CLEMSON
Shoe Service

THE ANSWER:

RULES: The Reuben H. Donnelley Corp. will judge entries on the basis of
humor (up to Vi), clarity and freshness (up to Vi). and appropriateness (up
to '/3>. and their decisions will be final. Duplicate prizes will be awarded
in the event of ties. Entries must be the original works of the entrants and
must be submitted in the entrant's own name. There will be 50 awards
every month, October through April. Entries received during each month
will be considered for that month's awards. Any entry received after April
30, 1963, will not be eligible, and all become the property of The American
Tobacco Company. Any college student may enter the contest, except employees of The American Tobacco Company, its advertising agencies and
Reuben H. Donnelley, and relatives of the said employees. Winners will be
notified by mail. Contest subject to all federal, state, and local regulations.
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ment over the past few years.
Clemson finished behind Maryland, North Carolina,
and
Duke.
The only winner for the
Tigers was Jimmy Wynn,
who won the 60 yard dash in
the fine time of 6.4 seconds.
Cater Leland finished second
in the broad jump, and Bill
Jackson was third in the
pole vault, to account for a
good many of the Clemson
points.
One of the highlights of tht
meet was the pole vault in
which Maryland's John Belitza
broke the record that he set
last year, by going over 15'1%".
This figure easily won for th«
flying Terp. Other top marks
included Duke's Dick Gesswein
56' shot put, and North Carolina's Hart's 6'6" high jump.

The Clemson baseball team will play a 26-game
schedule this season according to the slate released today by athletic director Frank Howard.
Only eight games will be played at home because
of a new schedule policy regarding Maryland and Virginia this year.
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Get lucky

the taste to start with.. .the taste to stay with
THE QUESTION IS: HOW DO YOU HIT THE BULL'S-EYE FOR GREAT SMOKING
TASTE? Let the big red bull's-eye on the Lucky Strike pack be your target. It's a
sign of fine-tobacco taste you'll want to settle down and stay with. And the sign
of the most popular regular-size cigarette among college students, to boot!

t>*. 11*.

SHOP

The Tiger weightmen are
very good, with Dobbs being
one of the best around in
the discus. Dobbs and Nelson
McLoughlin are also reliable
in the shot put and will be
backed up in both of these
events by Ed Sutter and
Charlie Evans.
Cater Leland consistently
jumps around 22 feet in the
broad jump, which is good
enough to take most meets.
Avery Nelson is the Tigers'
high jumpef, and is backed up
by Leland. Bill Jackson will
handle the pole vault duties,
and looks ready for a great
year.
Last week at the ACC indoor meet, Clemson finished
fourth, which was not exactly
what the Tigers wanted, but
did show a marked improve-

Strong Baseball Team
Faces Rough Schedule

DRUG STORE
METNS

Clemson will count on most
of their points to come from
the sprint* and short races.
The Tigers have a fine aggregation of sprinters, led by
Jimmy Wynn, who is a consistent winner in the 100 yard
dash. Behind Wynn are sprinters Donnie Gilbert and Jack
Shaw. Hurdler Wes King is also capable of running the
dashes as well as the hurdles,
and these four men give Clemson good depth in these events.
Clemson also has good middle distance men in Cecil
Huey, Doug Adams, Ray Dunkelburg and Jack Kelly. The
long distances are where the
Tigers will have the most trouble, as they have only E. J.
Drown and Ed Treese to call
on in these events.

Product of i/mJrnwuean Uovageo-K&niianu — (Javaeeo- is our middle ndmt
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High School
Art Exhibit
Awards Given

We Can Dream, Can't We?

The works of art include oils,
water colors, and mixed media.
They were judged during the
past week by H. E. Mcdure,
Dean of the School of Architecture; R. H. Hunter, a painter;
and John Acorn, a sculptor.

Poindexter,OttawayLead
Episcopal Conference
Co-leaders for the 1963 South
Carolina Episcopal Faculty Conference will be Dr. James E.
Poindexter and the Rev. Richard
N. Ottaway of East Carolina College, Greenville, N.C.
Dr. Poindexter will speak on
Dear Tom,
"The College Teacher and His
Thank you for publishing my Ultimate Commitment." Bom in
tetter. Your paper is the first one Richmond, Va., Dr. Poindexter
I have heard of who dees not was educated at the Virginia
correct ail of the letters they re- | Episcopal School, Emory University and the University of
ceive and print. You were odd
North Carolina where he received
in replying to my letter in an edi- his doctorate. At present he is
torial.
Professor of English at East
You made the statement of Carolina College.
wondering why I wrote it in the Episcopal Chaplain at East Carofirst place. I think my purpose lina College, will speak on "The
College Community as Seen by
is clear and has been accomplishjthe Chaplain." Mr. Ottaway is a
ed. I wanted the readers to really graduate of East Carolina and the
understand how you feel on the | Virginia Theological Seminary. He
present situation toward
ths is active in Christian Education
negro (not intended to be capital- and College Work.
ized) at Ctemson. I hope there I Sponsored by the Department
| of College Work of the Diocese of
are some students who are wiser Upper South Carolina, the conbecause of it.
ference will be held at the Camp
Thank you,
Gravatt Episcopal Church conferJ. C. Ulmer, Jr., '35
ence center on March 30-31. It is
PS. A copy of my letter and I designed to deepen the commityour reply is being published in ,ment of churchmen in the academic vocation.
other papers.

Letter To Tom

Thanks A Lot

The prizes have been awarded
as follows:
Purchase Award,
Brenda Trotter of Greenville: 1st
prize was taken by Margie Morgenroth from Myrtle Beach;
2nd prize by Barbara Dunn of
Dreher High School, Columbia.
For drawing: 1st prize. Ronny Franke of Greenville: 2nd
prize, Mike Maxwell of Greenville; 3rd prize. Earl Walton, St.
Johns High School in Darlington.
The public opening of the exhibition will be March 8, 1963. The
show may be viewed weekdays
from 9 a.m. until 12 or from 1
p.m. until 4:30, and on weekends
by special request. Call or write
Exhibitions, School of Architecture, Clemson, S. C. for a weekend showing. The award winners
reception and a tour of the School
of Architecture and aemson College will be held March 16, 1963.

Clergyman Discusses
Racial Prejudice

lity that separate man from
By JIM BARNES
wherever God places them in or
an and man from his God. God
There are dramatic and excit- path," Dr. Tilson said. "We f
as in Christ loving him, acChristians
are
faced
with
"trutl
ing efforts taking place to end the
.•pting him, forgiving him, even
long, dark night of racism in the which we must face up to."
he cannot yet love and ac"Biblical social action has mov
world, but not enough of them are
ipt his brother as himself — •
taking place within the church, ed the hungry and the oppresse
:11 him this and if he hear*
said Dr. Everett Tilson speaking to look to the goodness of man t
, believes it, and accepts it as
to college students and clergy- correct social wrongs. Since An
is gospel he is a lot closer to
men attending the annual inter- erica is recognized as the world'
n integrated church in an inte(jenominational Christian Act- best dressed, best fed and bes
grated society than if he is told
clothed,
the
world's
oppressed
art
ion Seminar held at the Wesley
Foundation Center, in Columbia, looking to us for social action,' hat he ought to be a good boy
said Dr. Tilson. "We must search ind obey the courts."
S. C.
"Tell him the Christian message
Dr. Tilson, a native of Virginia our hearts as well as stretch oui
MI race is that race is irrelevant,
and author of several books; "The hand to these people."
|Conscience of Culture", "ShcuW ■* Dr. Tilson went on to say tha hat ours is a kingdom which asks
:
Christians
Drink".
"Segrega- we divide people by contin- IO questions except one which
,ias nothing to do with color but
tion and The Bible" and "Bible ent, country, color, religion and
and Race". He received his AB even by a wall,, as evidenced in only with redemption. All our
at Kings College, his BD and Phd. iBerlin; however, Dr. Tilson add- resolutions, petitions, strategies,
at Vanderbilt and went on to do ed, "God was a wall breaker be- all our human engineering, techniques, gimmicks, program kits
post graduate work at Virginia Un- fore man was a wall maker."
and movements will fail unless
ion College and Yale.
The Negro is living in a ghetto
this is what is behind them all."
"The most promising develop- on the other side of a glass wall
Also addressing the seminar was
ments in race relations are tak- of prejudice and discrimination,
Mr. Lloyd Wright, director of pubing place in government and not said Dr. Tilson, he can only, with
lic affairs for the Peace Corps.
in the church," Dr. Tilson said. the imagination and dream of a Mr. Wright told of the vast
"The church is not being true child, look in and wish.
experience and personal satisfacto its own nature."
In closing Dr. Tilson quoted Will tion to be gained from Peact
In justifying integration Dr. Til- D. Campbell's message from the Corps service.
son pointed out, "it is not suffic- church to the imbittered and preAt the closing business session
The the students in preparation for
(Photo—Lank) ient to cite international relations judiced segregationists:
church
must
not
pity
him.
It
and policies, fear of reprisal (as
the next seminary voted unanievidenced by the Black Muslims), must live and redeem him. It mously to have the forum open.
respect of democracy and consti- must tell him that the Christian
tutional rights of man, or the dig-j message on race is not constitunity of man, but rather it is a I tion, law and order, man's INSIDE STORY
question of accepting the absolute i rights, human dignity, democra- OF INTEGRATION IN
sovereignty and supremacy of cy or anything else devised of
God. In the Kingdom of God cate man. Tell him God was in Christ!
represent the club in these capaci- gories £md classifications by color breaking down the walls of hos
ties during the 1963-1964 school j mi race do not exist. The sover- year: President, James R. Bal- eignirv of God is the beginning
lington, an Agricultural Education i M* the ^ oi race relati0RS'"
(Continued from page 5)
major from Lexington, S. C • I "As cbrifitians' we h&vJ* ^ i practice has been gotten in on

The sixth annual South Carolina high school art exhibition is
open to the public at the Clemson
School of Architecture. More than
24 high schools are represented
with over 250 individual entries.

POINDEXTER

Friday, March 15,1965

Clemson FFA Elects
New Club Officers

SOUTH

The Clemson collegiate chapter
of Future Farmers of America
held its annual officer
election
(Continued from page 5)
meeting Tuesday, March 5, 1963.
play their first conference game.
The following men were chosen to
Wilhelm, starting his sixth
season as Clemson coach, will
First Vice President, Gorden D/ZS^TJ^^ZJS'^
'^ V* T?
i mandate to iignten tne Duroen oi nas ^^
good weatner next week, it t
have nine lettermen returning
Agrfcultur-J Educa-jour ^^^caimet ^escape ishou]d be aWe ,0 make up much j-^ Co„eg7CJ^ ^ „„„
tion major from Milan, Ohio; Sec-1 our obligations to aid and console of the practice it missed because! another Oxford, Mississippi. But it
including
regular*
Johnny
Jones (centerfield), Nicky Loond Vice President, Byard an™, jtoe broken hearted yhenev6r Md of the weather.
wasn't! In this week's Post, you'll
Although
there
are no learn howfivewell-known Carolinians
max (left field), Gene HarbeAgricultural Education major
seniors on the squad, Doug spent years preparing the groundson (catcher),
Pete Ayoub
from Johnsonville,
S. C; and
Stewart has been elected cap- work for peaceful integration. Which
(Continued from page 1)
(second base),
Elmo Lam
Nominations are now being I Secretary, Stewart H. Garrett, In- ed Zodiacs, are to perform here tain. Stewart is the only play- three politicians they were most
(shortstop), DaveEUlsor (third accepted for the Algernon Syd-j dustrial Management major from
Saturday night. Their entertain- er who is married and is cur- afraid of. Why ex-Governor Hollings
base), reserve infielder Stan ney Sullivan Medallion award | Fountain Inn, S. C.
ment, well-known for its popu- rently ranked 17th in the asked Bobby Kennedy not to send
Ayers and pitchers Tommy for 1963. Nominations will have
larity and experience among the South in Men's Singles. He U.S. marshals. And how Marion GresAlso elected were: Treasurer,
, students
across the
nation, was formerly ranked number sette turned the tide in the State
Lyon and Damon Vincent. to be submitted before April 25 Luther W. Waters,
d
for consideration to the Hon\ should give the Spring Hop 1963 two in the South in Junior Senate. Get the whole story in th»
Lyon was the leading confer- ors and Awards Committee.
Education major from Batesburg,
an ending long to be remember- Singles and number four in the March 16 Saturday Evening Post.
SATURDAY
S. C; Reporter Thomas V. Nolan; ed at Clemson.
ence pitcher last season with a
nation in interscholastic sin- On sale today.
Described in the Clemson; Agricultural Education major
6 :57—Sign On
gles (high school). Last season America's most quoted magazine
7-1 mark.
Tickets
for
the
weekend
will
Catalog:
"A
valuable
and
artis7:00—Platter Party
from Marion, S. C; and Sentinel,
he lost only one match and
7:20—Weather
In addition to these letter- tic memorial, established by William C. Gunnells, Agricultural be: $6.50 for a block ticket, S3.00 won the State Number two
7:30—Top News and Sports
for
Friday
night,
or
$4.00
for
Satmen help is expected from rising the Southern Society of New Education major from Olar, S. C.
7:40—Weather
singles crown and the number
7:55—News and Weather
sophomores, including pitchers York in honor of its first presi- Advisors for the year are Dr. A. urday night. Tickets will be on one doubles title with Bobby
8:00—Platter Party
sale
in
the
(lining
hall
during
Tommy Chapman, David Wrenn, dent, is awarded each year by K. Jenson, a recent arrival from
8:20—Weather
Burns.
8:30—Top News and Sports
Dale Smith and Greg Casey; the College to a member of the Wisconsin State College in Platt- meal hours.
The 1963 Tigers will encounter
8:40—Weather
graduating
class
and
to
one
outfielder
George
Sutton;
first
8:55—News and Weather
difficulty in matching last seaville, Wisconsin; and Mr. F. E.
9:00—Platter Party
baseman Barry Pish,
right other person who has some in(Continued from page 3)
sons fine 15-1 record as they face
Kerkley, one of the most admired
9:20—Weather
fielder Tommy Shaver and sec- terest in, association with, or
9:30—Top News and Weather
and respected members of the us who have had to spend time, a harder schedule. The season
ond baseman Tony Jackson.
relation to the institution, of9 :40—Weather
faculty. Both men are members which we would like to have opens next Saturday against
9:55—News and Weather
ficial or otherwise, of a nature
10:00—Impressions In Sound
Non-lettering juniors on the
of the Agricultural Education spent goofing-off, working to earn I south Carolina here at Clemson,
as to make this form of recog10:55—News and Weather
money we know that it isn't easy then Amherst at Clemson on!
squad
include
shortstop
Ben
staff.
11:00—Impressions In Sound
nition appropriate.
COLLEGE AVENUE
come-easy go. Soon we will have Monday, the 25th, and then;
Marsella, pitcher Dick Sargent,
11:55—News and Weather
12:00—Sign Off
left fielder Mike Bohonak and
"The recipients of this award
You can always tell a man's graduated and will be earning Bruley's Bengals travel to:
PHONE 654-3230
SUNDAY
shall be chosen in recognition nationality by introducing him j our living and then we will find Greenville on Tuesday to take on;
first baseman Frank Oakley.
12:57—Sign On
FRIDAY,
SATURDAY,
of their influence for good, to a beautiful girl. An English- out how hard it comes and how Furman. It will be an extremely!
1:0U—Songtime
The schedule:
SUNDAY & MONDAY
1:30—Sunday Cavalcade
their excellence in maintaining man shakes the girl's hand. A easy it goes. So just remember busy week as the Tigers go toj
MARCH 15, 16, 17 & 18
1:55—News and Weather
March 21-22-23—at
Florida high ideals of living, their spir- Frenchman kisses her hand. An i when you put the bite on old dad, Charleston on Friday to battle;
2:00— Sunday Cavalcade
State
(four
games);
26—GeorWALT DISNEY'S
2:55—News and Weather
itual qualities, and their gener- American asks for a date—and | how hard he works to make it, the Citadel and then back to;
3:00—Sunday Cavalcade
gia; 27—at Georgia Tech; 29-30 ous and disinterested service to a Russian wires Moscow for in- j so spend it wisely and you will Clemson on Saturday to enter-;
3:55—News and Weather
—at The Citadel.
tain Duke.
structions.
reap the rewards.
others."
4:00—Allegro
5 :55—News and Weather
April
3—Georgia
Tech;
6—at
6:00—Sunday Cavalcade
Georgia; 12-13—at Virginia; 156:55—News and Weather
^WjWtWWjMj^WAWffiig
7:00—Sounds of the 20th Centurv 16—at Maryland;
19—N. C.
— • —
8:00—The Weeks Review
State; 20—North Carolina; 23—
8:30—Stardust
TUESDAY
& WEDNESDAY
9:55—News and Weather
South Carolina; 26—at Wake
MARCH 19 & 20
10:00—Nightbeat
Forest;
27—at
Duke.
10:55—News and Weather

SPRING

'63 TIGER

A. S. Sullivan
Medallion Award
Deadline Set

CAROLINA

CDA

WSBF Program Schedule
MONDAY - FRIDAY

5:57—Sign On
3:0O—Platter Party
3:20—Weather
3:30—Top News and Sports
3:40—Weather
3:55—News and Weather
4:00—Platter Party
4:20—Weather
4:30—Top News and Sports
4:40—Weather
4:55—Local News and Weathe"
5:00—Mostly Music
5:20—Weather
5:30—Top News and Sports
5:40—Weather
5:55—News and Weather
6:00—Mostly Music
6:20—Weather
6:30—Top News and Sports
6:40—Weather
6:55—News and Weather
7:00—Mostly Music
7:20—Weather
7:30—Top News and Sports
7:40—Weather
8:00—WSBF News Day
8:15—WSBF Editorial
8:17—Stardust
9:55—News and Weather
10:00—Nightbeat
10:55—News and Weather
11:00—WSBF Editorial
11:02—Nightbeat
11:00—Nightbeat
12:00—WSBF News Final
May 3—Duke; 4—Wake For12:00—WSBF News Final
12:10—East of Midnight
12:10—East of Midnight
est; 7—at Furman; 10—at N. C.
1:00—Sign Off
1:00—Sign Off
The above schedules are for WSBF-AM and WSBF-FM except from State; 11—at North Carolina; 14
three until five o'clock Monday - Friday when WSBF-FM will present a —at South Carolina; 15—Fur"Dreamland of Music/'

MONEY

3<Ikliiu

Clemson Theatre

"SON OF
FLUBBER"

"A GIRL NAMED
TAMIKO"
LAURENCE HARBEY
FRANCE NUYEN

man.

— •—
THURSDAY, FRIDAY
& SATURDAY
MARCH 21, 22 & 22

"TWO FOR THE
SEESAW"
ROBERT MITCHUM
SHIRLEY MacLAINE
In Color

EVERY INCH A
REAL SMOKE!
There's no cigarette like a Camel. Its
taste is distinctive. Alert. All there.
Camel's got swagger—yet it's smooth.
Getthe clean-cut taste of rich tobaccos.

Plaza Theatre
GREENVILLE, S. C.
FRIDAY, MARCH 15
■k Glenn Ford * Shirley Jones
* Dina Merrill

"Courtship Of
Eddie's Father"

Get with Camel. Every inch a real smoke

...comfortably smooth, too!

Carolina Theatre
GREENVILLE, S. C.
Fri.-Sar., March 15-16
Sophia Loren in
"5 MILES TO MIDNIGHT"

Oconee Theatre
SENECA, S. C.
FRIDAY, MARCH 15
JERRY LEWIS as

Does a man really take unfair advantage of women
when he uses Mennen Skin Bracer?
All depends on why he uses it.
Most men simply think Menthol-Iced Skin Bracer is the best
after-shave lotion around. Because it cools rather than burns.
Because it helps heal shaving nicks and scrapes. Because it
helps prevent blemishes.
So who can blame them if Bracer's crisp, long-lasting aroma
just happens to affect women so remarkably?
Of course, some men may use Mennen Skin Bracer because
of this effect.
How intelligent!

©

"THE
SAD SACK"
— • —
SATURDAY (after 7:00),
MARCH 16; MONDAY &
TUESDAY, MARCH 18 & 19

"40 POUNDS
OF TROUBLE"
GARY GOULD—Skilled water sportsman...deep-sea fisherman...Camel smoker!
©1963 B. J. BiynoldJ Tobacco CCTPaay, Wi

* Tony Curtis * Clare Wilcox
* Suzanne Pleshette
—Color—

r

